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Abstract

The concept of Nash equilibrium enlightens the structure of rational
behavior in multi-agent settings. However, the concept is as helpful as one
may compute it efficiently. We introduce the Cut-and-Play, an algorithm
to compute Nash equilibria for a class of non-cooperative simultaneous
games where each player’s objective is linear in their variables and bi-
linear in the other players’ variables. Using the rich theory of integer
programming, we alternate between constructing (i.) increasingly tighter
outer approximations of the convex hull of each player’s feasible set – by
using branching and cutting plane methods – and (ii.) increasingly better
inner approximations of these hulls – by finding extreme points and rays
of the convex hulls. In particular, when these convex hulls are polyhedra,
we prove the correctness of our algorithm and leverage the mixed integer
programming technology to compute equilibria for a large class of games.
Further, we integrate existing cutting plane families inside the algorithm,
significantly speeding up equilibria computation. We showcase a set of
extensive computational results for Integer Programming Games and si-
multaneous games among bilevel leaders. In both cases, our framework
outperforms the state-of-the-art in computing time and solution quality.

1 Introduction

Game Theory and Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) – and some of their
founding ideas – fortuitously share a common root. As noted in [56], two criti-
cal contributions in the two fields originated in Princeton and shared John Von
Neumann as a common ancestor. On the one hand, linear programming duality
provides an elegant and essential component of MIP theory and computations.
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On the other hand, the early development of Game Theory by Von Neumann
and Morgenstern served as an opener for a rigorous mathematical methodology
to model complex interactions among agents. Von Neumann brilliantly hinted
at a beautiful connection between the two fields – as George Dantzig explained
in [20] – by intertwining linear programming duality and zero-sum games. In
a sense, the (ante litteram) game-theoretical interpretation of duality for zero-
sum games initiated a symbiosis between Mathematical Programming and Game
Theory. A few years later, Nash [46, 47] introduced – in two seminal doctoral
papers – his solution approach for strategic behavior, namely the concept of
Nash equilibrium. The Nash’s solution concept provides a stable solution, in the
sense that no “rational” and selfish agent would defer it and get a benefit in
doing so. However, the plausibility of the Nash equilibrium concept can only
stem from the availability of efficient tools to compute it.

In this paper, we further contribute to bridging the gap between MIP and Game
Theory by extending some of the algorithmic rationales of MIP to a family of
games. We strongly believe that improving the state-of-the-art techniques for
equilibria computation may help extend the broad family of problems involving
typical operation research tasks – i.e., logistics, scheduling, tactical decision-
making – to a multi-agent setting. Recently, the MIP community has been
notably active in incorporating game dynamics into optimization frameworks.
Games can broaden the modeling capabilities of MIP , and extend classical
combinatorial and decision-making problems to multi-agent settings that can
account for interactions among multiple decision-makers. For instance, bilevel
programming [3, 8, 29, 36, 39, 41]) and Integer Programming Games (IPGs)
[9, 11, 19, 24, 33, 40]. This recent research direction suggests that the joint en-
deavor between game theory and MIP can widen their theoretical understanding
and practical impact.

RBGs. As a standard game-theoretic notation, let the operator (·)−i define
(·) except i; e.g., if x = (x1, . . . , xn), then x−2 = (x1, x3, . . . , xn). In this
paper, we study the problem of computing Nash equilibria – arguably the most
notorious concept of stable solution for strategic behavior – for Reciprocally-
Bilinear Games (RBGs), a class of non-cooperative simultaneous games among
n players as in Definition 1.

Definition 1 (RBG). A Reciprocally-Bilinear Game ( RBG) is a game among
n players with each player i = 1, 2, . . . , n solving the optimization problem

min
xi

(ci)>xi + (x−i)>Cixi (1a)

s.t. xi ∈ X i (1b)

where X i is a set (not necessarily closed), C and c are a matrix and a vec-
tor with integer entries, respectively. An RBG is polyhedrally-representable if
cl conv(X i) is a polyhedron for each i, and one can optimize an arbitrary linear
function on X i.
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From the definition, the following properties hold for each player i: (i.) its
objective function is reciprocally-bilinear, namely, it is linear in its variables xi,
and bilinear in the other players’ ones x−i (ii.) its constraint set X i contains
only the xi variables, i.e., the interaction takes place at the objective level
(i.e., the game is not a generalized Nash equilibrium problem). Besides, we
also assume that (i.) all players are rational, namely they want to minimize
their objective function, and (ii.) there is common knowledge of rationality with
complete information, namely each player i knows its optimization problem – as
well as the ones of the other players – and knows that every player is rational.
We refer to X i as the set of (pure) strategies of i, namely the set of actions i
can adapt in the game. As we will motivate later, the actual strategy set for
each player is cl conv(X i), as it represents the set of all (mixed) strategies the
player can adopt. Finally, we assume cl conv(X i) is a polyhedron in order to
guarantee finite termination of our algorithms.

Contributions. In this work, we employ the rich theory of integer program-
ming – for instance, concepts such as relaxation, valid inequalities, disjunctive
programming, branching – and extend them to compute Nash equilibria for
RBGs. Our approach is general, as it does not exploit any game-specific struc-
ture besides the polyhedral representability of the (mixed) strategy sets. Fur-
ther, it stands on the shoulders of many giants: the theoretical and practical
apparatus of integer programming. We show the integration of such mathe-
matical programming tools – and specifically integer programming ones – has
promising implications in equilibria computation. Specifically, we start from the
concept of outer approximation. In MIP , often one exploit a series of increas-
ingly tighter outer approximations – or (linear) relaxations [42, 48]. However,
a game’s approximation (e.g., when at least a player’s optimization problem is
outer approximated) does not possess the concept of bound when the solution
paradigm is the Nash equilibrium. Here we establish an algorithmic rationale to
exploit the approximations of RBGs. We briefly summarize our contributions
as follows.

(i.) We introduce Cut-and-play (CnP), a general algorithm to find mixed-
strategy Nash equilibria (MNE s) for RBGs. The algorithm finds an equi-
librium or provides a proof of its non-existence by constructing increas-
ingly tighter outer approximations of cl conv(X i) for any player i. At every
iteration, we attempt to compute an equilibrium for an “easier” approx-
imated game, and eventually refine the approximation by using cutting
planes and branching.

(ii.) As a subroutine to the CnP , we introduce an Enhanced Separation Oracle
(ESO) for polyhedrally-representable sets. Given a point x ∈ Rn and a
set X ⊆ Rn, the ESO returns either (i.) no and (π, π0) ∈ Rn×R such that
π>x > π0 with π>x ≤ π0 for all x ∈ X , or (ii.) yes, and v1, . . . , vu ∈ X , ex-
treme rays r1, . . . , rp of cl conv(X ), α1, . . . , αu ∈ [0, 1] and β1, . . . , βp ∈ R+

such that
∑u
k=1 αk = 1 and x =

∑u
k=1 αkv

k +
∑p
j=1 βjr

j . The idea
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grounds in the well-studied concept of separation oracle [6, 13, 28, 31, 37,
48], and the implementation we provide overcomes the computational is-
sues associated with the ellipsoid algorithm. From a game-theory perspec-
tive, given a point σ̃i ∈ cl conv(X i), the ESO returns the pure strategies
that player i plays in σ̃i with their associated probabilities.

(iii.) We provide extensive computational results on IPGs and Nash games
Among Stackelberg Players (NASPs) [10]. In both cases, our work im-
proves the state-of-the-art algorithms in computing time and solution
quality (given a quality’s measure). Moreover, in IPGs, we show how
MIP cutting planes reduce the number of CnP iterations and significantly
improve convergence.

Outline. Section 2 provides a literature overview and the necessary back-
ground definitions from game theory, optimization, and MIP . Section 3 presents
our Cut-and-Play algorithm. As a sine qua non component, Section 4 introduces
the ESO , which separates a given point from the (unknown) set of mixed strate-
gies. Section 4.1 introduces an implementation of the ESO , and weighs up some
practical aspects concerning the algorithmic implementation. Section 5 presents
the two main applications of the algorithm, namely IPGs and NASPs, and tai-
lors some components of the algorithmic approach to the two families of games.
Finally, Section 6 showcases a comprehensive set of computational results.

2 Related literature and background

Nash Equilibrium. We employ the standard concept of Nash Equilibrium
[46, 47] as solution concept. For any given RBG instance, we aim to find an equi-
librium or show that none exists. When there is only one player – namely n = 1
– the game becomes trivial, and its equilibrium collapses to the solution of a
single optimization problem. However, when multiple agents are simultaneously
deciding, the notion of Nash equilibrium becomes essential. At any equilibrium
point, no player can unilaterally deviate from the equilibrium point and improve
its payoff. In general, the equilibrium may map a probability distribution over
every player’s set of pure strategies. The pure strategies contributing to the
equilibrium with a positive probability build the so-called support of the equi-
librium. In general, we will refer to an equilibrium as a mixed-strategy Nash
Equilibrium (MNE ). However, when the support is a singleton, we refer to it as
a pure-strategy Nash Equilibrium (PNE ).

Nash [46] proves the existence of MNE for finite games, while the renowned
contribution of Daskalakis et al. [21] shows the task of computing an MNE for
such games is PPAD-complete. For what concerns continuous games – namely
when the set of strategies is infinite – Glicksberg [30] establishes the existence
of MNE s whenever the strategy spaces are compact and utilities continuous.
Stein et al. [57] prove that for all the MNE s in separable games – namely where
players’ payoffs take a sum-of-products form – there is a payoff equivalent MNE
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of finite support. Carvalho et al. [9, 12] focus on IPGs, where each player
strategy set is defined by inequalities and integrality requirements. They point
out that the problem of deciding if an IPG has an MNE– or even a PNE– is
Σp2-hard. However, whenever the feasible region of each player is nonempty and
bounded, the IPG always has an MNE . Similarly, Carvalho et al. [10] proves
that deciding if a NASP has a PNE– or analogously an MNE– is Σp2-hard.
Further, they prove there is always an MNE if the players’ feasible regions are
nonempty and bounded. In both IPGs and NASPs, an MNE may not exist if
one or more players have an unbounded action space.

Computing equilibria. A significant segment of the algorithmic approaches
for Nash equilibria computation focuses on finite games, namely games repre-
sented in normal-form (i.e., the input are matrices of payoffs for all possible
game’s outcomes). The first family of algorithms is the one of complementarity-
based methods. Historically, the first contribution to this family – and in general
to the task of equilibria computation – is the Lemke-Howson algorithm, a path
following algorithm which works for any 2-player finite (i.e., finitely many strate-
gies) game [43]. The algorithm has a strong geometrical interpretation since it
represents the game with a polytope for each player and pivots among its vertices
until it reaches an equilibrium vertex. Rosenmüller [52], Wilson [59] extended
the Lemke-Howson algorithm for n-player games. However, such methods re-
quire the solution of a series of non-linear equation systems. The second family
is the one of homotopy-based algorithms. Scarf [55] proposed a simplicial subdi-
vision algorithm, where the equilibrium is then the fixed point over the product
of unit simplices describing the strategy space of each player. Finally, a third
family of approaches is the one of support enumeration algorithms. Given a
2-player game, this class of algorithms builds a linear system of equations and
inequalities to determine if a given support (a subset of pure strategies) con-
tains an equilibrium for the given game. Following this idea, Sandholm et al.
[54] find equilibria by formulating mixed-integer programs, while Porter et al.
[51] conceived a simple search algorithm that shows to be very efficient in prac-
tice. The latter prioritizes the search towards equilibria of small and balanced
supports. A further refinement of their algorithm includes backtracking steps
and an effective pruning of strictly dominated pure strategies (i.e., strategies
that will never be played from a rational agent).
However, in RBGs, X i is large and may be even uncountable, thus the use
of the described methodologies for finite games is rather impractical. Indeed,
representing a game by enumerating its possible outcomes may be challenging.
This applies to any game represented by each player optimization problem, for
instance, games with a representation similar to the one of RBGs. When each
player optimization problem is convex in their decision variables, a broadly stud-
ied family of algorithms is the one of equilibrium programming methods [26].
The equilibrium problem often reformulates as a non-linear complementarity
problem or an equivalent variational inequality. Compared to homotopy meth-
ods, the latter does not guarantee global convergence [45]. Furthermore, several
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methodologies address the non-convex cases. Carvalho et al. [12] introduce the
Sampled Generation Method (SGM ) for IPGs. At each iteration, the algorithm
computes an equilibrium in a restricted game (i.e., a game containing a subset
of each player’s strategies). Then, if at least one player can rationally improve
its objective function by adopting a strategy outside the restricted game, the
algorithm discards the previously computed equilibrium and adds such strategy
to the next iteration’s restricted game. Each restricted game is represented in
normal-form, enabling the use of many of the methodologies described before.
Cronert and Minner [19] extend the SGM algorithm to better select candidate
equilibria if more than one exist. Dragotto and Scatamacchia [24] provide an
algorithm to compute and enumerate PNE s in IPGs through integer program-
ming formulations and valid inequalities. Sagratella [53] introduces a branching
method to enumerate all pure equilibria when payoffs are convex and convex
constraints along with integrality requirements on variables model the strat-
egy sets. Their approach is general and exploits a branching routine to handle
integral non-convexities.

2.1 Background and definitions

We employ some standard definitions from convex [7], polyhedral [17] and com-
plementarity [18] theories. Given any set K ∈ Rk, we denote as cl(K), int(K),
bd(K) the closure, interior, and boundary of K. A face F for K is a non-empty
closed convex set so that if x, y ∈ K, and (αx+ (1−α)y) ∈ F for any α ∈ [0, 1],
then x, y ∈ F . x ∈ K is an extreme point if it cannot be expressed as a strict
convex combination of two points in K, i.e., with 0 < α < 1. A recession di-
rection for K is a vector r ∈ Rk so that, for any x ∈ K, x + αr ∈ K for any
α ≥ 0. An extreme ray for K, or extreme recession direction, is a recession
direction for K that cannot be expressed as a convex combination of two or
more other recession directions for K. Given a closed convex set K ∈ Rk, we
denote as rec(K) and ext(K) the set of recession directions and extreme points

of K, respectively. Given two closed convex sets K
1 ∈ Rk, and K

2 ∈ Rk, we

define as their Minkowski sums K
1
+K

2
as {x : x = k1+k2, k1 ∈ K1

, k2 ∈ K2}.
Depending on its structure, K can be: (i.) a polyhedron if finitely many half-s-
paces generate it, (ii.) a (closed) cone if for any k ∈ K and positive α ∈ R,
then αk ∈ K. Furthermore, K is convex if any convex combinations of points
in K still belongs to K. A polyhedral cone is a special convex cone given by
the conic hull of a finite set of recession directions, i.e., applying the cone op-
erator on a finite set. If K is also bounded, Krein and Milman proved that
K = conv(ext(K)). Should K be a polyhedron (therefore possibly unbounded),
then the theorem is known as the Weyl theorem, and decomposes K into the
(Minkowsky) sum of its extreme points V = ext(K) and the conic combination
of its recession directions R = rec(K), namely K = conv(V ) + cone(R). This
vertex-ray representation of a polyhedron is also known as the V-polyhedral
representation. A valid inequality for K is an inequality of the form π>x ≥ π0
holding for any x ∈ K, and it is supporting if there exists an x0 ∈ K so that
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π>x0 = π0, i.e., x0 is a boundary point for K, and the inequality is a face for
K. We define as separation oracle the blackbox solving the separation problem
of Definition 2.

Definition 2 (Separation Problem). Given a closed convex set K, and a point
x, either: (i.) determine that x ∈ K and output yes, or (ii.) determine that
x /∈ K, and output no and (π, π0) ∈ Rk × R, with π>x ≤ π0 being a valid
inequality for any x ∈ K while π>x > π0 (i.e., a separating hyperplane).

Given K, we call a (polyhedral) set O as a (polyhedral) outer approximation
of K if K ⊆ O. Conversely, a (polyhedral) set I is a (polyhedral) inner approx-
imation of K if I ⊆ K. Let x be a set of k variables, M a k × k matrix, and
q a k-dimensional vector. We define as (linear) complementarity constraint the
expression 0 ≤ x ⊥ z = (Mx+ q) ≥ 0, where the ⊥ operator serves the purpose
of vector multiplication (e.g., x ⊥ z ≡ x>z = 0), and M and q are a matrix and
a vector of appropriate dimensions. A linear complementarity problem (LCP)
is the problem of finding a vector x such that 0 ≤ x ⊥ z = (Mx + q) ≥ 0, or
show that no such vector exist.

Games. We previously introduced the generic family of RBGs as simulta-
neous non-cooperative games among n players satisfying Definition 1. In par-
ticular, many classes of well-studied optimization problems are polyhedrally-
representable: linear complementarity problems (LCPs), MIP , linear bilevel
programs and reverse convex programs all satisfy this property [34, 35]. We
provide some examples in Remark 1.

Remark 1. If any X i is either a polyhedron or a union of polyhedra, then
cl conv(X i) is polyhedral, and the game is polyhedrally-representable. Also, IPGs
with reciprocally-bilinear objectives are polyhedrally-representable. There are
other polyhedrally-representable games as well: for example, let X i = {xi ∈
R3 : ((xi1)2 + (xi2)2 ≥ xi3,−xi3 ≤ xi1, x

i
2 ≤ xi1, x

i
3 ≥ 0}. This set, despite being

non-polyhedral, has a polyhedral convex-hull, cl conv(X i) = {−xi3 ≤ xi1, x
i
2 ≤

xi3, x
i
3 ≥ 0}.

We denote the feasible set of player i as X i. We call any point xi ∈ X i a
pure-strategy of player i. When a player i randomizes over its pure-strategies
X i, we obtain a so-called mixed-strategy. More formally, σi is a mixed-strategy
– or simply a strategy – for i if it is a probability distribution over the pure
strategies X i. Let ∆i denote the set of mixed strategies for i, namely the
space of probability distributions over X i. Furthermore, supp(σi) = {xi ∈ X i :
σi(xi) > 0} is the support of the mixed-strategy σi. We will refer to σi(xi)
as the probability of playing xi in σi = σi(xi)xi. Clearly, any mixed-strategy
σi with a singleton support (e.g., | supp(σi)| = 1) is a pure strategy. Given
a player i, we denote with σ−i ∈ ∏n

j=1,i6=j ∆j the other players’ strategies, a
probability distribution over the pure-strategies of i’s opponents. We will refer
to the objective function of i evaluated for x̂ = (x̂i, x̂−i) – namely f i(x̂i, x̂−i)
– as the payoff of i for a given pure strategy profile. Note that we slightly
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abuse the definition of payoff, since all RBG players are in fact minimizing their
objective functions. RBGs fall into the bigger category of separable games (e.g.,
the objective functions are sums of polynomials), since the players’ objectives
are bilinear expressions. Hence, their MNE s all have finite supports or finite
support equivalents [57]. The expected payoff of player i for a given mixed-
strategy profile σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) is as in (2).

E(f i(σi, σ−i)) = f i(σi, σ−i) = (ci)>σi + (σ−i)>Ciσi = (2)∑
xi∈supp(σi)

(ci)>xi · σi(xi) +
∑

x∈supp(σ)
(x−i · σ−i(x−i))>Cixi · σi(xi)

Equilibria. A strategy σi is a best-response strategy for player i given (its
opponents’ strategies) σ−i if f i(σi, σ−i) ≤ f i(σ̂i, σ−i) for any other strategy σ̂i.
A strategy profile σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) is an MNE if, for each player i and strategy
σ̃i ∈ ∆i, then f i(σi, σ−i) ≤ f i(σ̃i, σ−i). Any strategy xi in the support supp(σi)
of the MNE is a best-response strategy for i. In other words, given an MNE
σ, any i is indifferent among the pure-strategies in the support of σi. This was
formalized by Nash as in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1 (Equality of Payoffs [46, 47]). Assume σi is a (mixed) best-response
for player i given σ−i. Then, f i(σi, σ−i) = f i(xi, σ−i) for any xi ∈ supp(σi).

In Theorem 2, we generalize a theorem from Carvalho et al. [10]. With this
result, we ground the algorithmic rationale we present in this paper.

Theorem 2. Consider two RBGs G and G̃ such that (i.) the objectives of

player i in G and G̃ are the same, and (ii.) the feasible set of player i in G is

X i and in G̃ is cl conv(X i). For any PNE σ̃ of G̃, there exists an MNE σ̂ of G

such that each player i gets the same payoff in G and G̃. Further, if G̃ has no
PNE, then G has no MNE.

In the proof (which is in the appendix Section A), we exploit the linearity of
each player’s objective (given its opponents’ choices) to compute the players’
expectation of payoffs. Thus, assuming the game is an RBG is crucial for the
result to hold. As of Theorem 2, any i-th player’s problem in a polyhedrally-
representable RBG translates to an equivalent convex game where the feasible
set is cl conv(X i) instead of X i. In such a game, one can directly optimize over
the mixed strategies, and each player i solves a linear program, where xi are its
variables and x−i are parameters. By pairing all the players’ complementarity
conditions – namely the primal-dual slackness of each i-th linear program – we
obtain an LCP where any feasible solution is a PNE for the convex game [18].
However, one may not necessarily have access to cl conv(X i) (e.g., an integer
programming perfect formulation). In this sense, reformulating the game on the
cl conv(X i)-sets may be practically unviable.
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2.2 Integer Programming Games

IPGs extend the realm of integer programming to a multi-agent setting. Each
player i solves the integer program in (3).

min
xi

Πi(xi, x−i) (3a)

s.t. Aixi ≤ bi, xi ≥ 0, xij ∈ N∀j ∈ Ii (3b)

The matrix Ai and the vector bi have rational entries, and we require some
variables – whose indexes are in Ii – to be integer. To follow the standard
notation from Köppe et al. [40], Πi is a continuous payoff function. Whenever
Πi takes the form of the objective in Definition 1, the IPG is also an RBG .
This latter family of IPGs is of particular interest from the MIP community
since it naturally extends a broad range of tasks from the operations research
community to a multi-agent setting. For the scope of this work, we focus on
IPGs that are also RBGs. Hence, for any i, the set X i is the set of feasible
points for (3). The perfect formulation of the feasible region in (3) for any player
i is cl conv(X i). This formulation is notoriously difficult to obtain in practice,
and often contains a number of linear inequalities that is exponential in the size
of the data needed to describe the problem [16]. Finally, one can visualize the
interaction among i and its opponents as the change in the direction of the i-th
objective function due to the opponent’s parameters x−i.

2.3 NASPs

We recall the definition of NASPs problems from [10]. In this game, each player
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} solves the optimization problem P i(xi, x−i) in xi (for brevity,
P i) in the form of (4), where ci is a real-valued vector of dimension ni, and Qio
is a no × ni real-valued matrix encapsulating the interactions between any two
distinct players i and o. Any leader i has mi followers, each of which solves a
convex continuous optimization problem as in (4c). For a given leader i, and
its respective follower j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi}, f i,j , ei,j and Di,j ,Ei,j ,F i,j ,Gi,j ,Hi,j are
respectively vectors and matrices of conformable dimensions. Each feasible set
X i is given by the constraints in (4), namely a set of linear constraints (4b) and
bilevel ones (4c). Furthermore, the variables xi are partitioned into the leader’s
variables wi, and the followers’ ones yi = (yi,1, . . . , yi,mi) as of (4d).
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min
xi

(ci)>xi +

n∑
o=1,o6=i

(xo)>Qiox
i (4a)

s.t. Aixi = bi (4b)

yi,j ∈ arg min
yi,j
{(1

2
(yi,j)>Di,jyi,j + (f i,j +

mi∑
k=1,k 6=j

(yi,k)>Ei,j)yi,j+

(Fwi)>yi,j : Gi,jwi +Hi,jyi,j ≤ ei,j , yi,j ≥ 0}
∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,mi} (4c)

xi ≥ 0, xi = (wi, yi) (4d)

Any single problem P i is a linear Stackelberg Game [58] parametrized in x−i,
while a NASP P = (P 1, . . . , Pn) is a tuple of n Stackelberg Games. Leaders
interact through their objectives, while followers can interact only with their
respective leader and followers. Thus, leaders are simultaneously deciding their
strategies while ensuring optimality conditions for their followers. For any given
leader i, its feasible region X i (4b)-(4d) is a finite union of polyhedra [10], and
hence NASPs are polyhedrally-representable RBGs. One can rewrite X i as
in (5), where Ci is a set of indexes for the complementarity equations. With
such notation, we rewrite the followers’ convex quadratic linear problems into
identical complementarity conditions derived from the KKT conditions. We
point the reader to Colson et al. [15] for a tutorial in the context of bilevel
problems, and to Carvalho et al. [10] for a tutorial on NASPs.

X i =

xi :

Aixi ≤ bi
zi = M ixi + qi

0 ≤ xij ⊥ zij ≥ 0 ∀ j ∈ Ci
xi ≥ 0

 (5)

We can further rewrite (5) as (6). In this last reformulation, we explicitly
express X i as a finite union of polyhedra. For any leader i, we refer to the
first polyhedron in (6) as the polyhedral relaxation Oi0. In other words, this is
the polyhedron containing the leader constraints, the definitions for zi, and the
non-negativity constraints.

X i =

 Aixi ≤ bi
zi = M ixi + qi

xi ≥ 0, zi ≥ 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Oi

0

⋂
j∈Ci

({zij = 0} ∪ {xij = 0}) (6)

For Theorem 2, given a leader i, if σi ∈ X i then σi is a pure-strategy for
i, otherwise, i.e., if σi ∈ cl conv(X i)\X i, σi is a mixed-strategy. Hence, we
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optimize the leaders’ objective functions over cl conv(X i) rather than X i (for
any i). We can then consider cl conv(X i) by exploiting the well-known extended
formulation of the union of polyhedra from Balas’ theorem [1, 2].

3 Algorithmic Scheme

First, we briefly sketch the ideas behind our algorithm. In a nutshell, the CnP
computes an MNE for an RBG instance by computing the MNE of a sequence
of “easier” convex games, namely what we define as approximate games.

Definition 3 (Approximate Game). Given an RBG instance G, G̃ is an ap-

proximate game for G if and only if: (i.) G and G̃ have the same number of
players, and their payoff functions are equal (ii.) for each i = 1, . . . , n, let X i
and X̃ i be the feasible region of player i in G and G̃, respectively: then, X̃ i ⊇ X i
(X̃ i is an outer approximation of X i). Further, G̃ is a Polyhedral Approximate

Game (PAG) of G if X̃ i is a polyhedron for each i = 1, . . . , n in G̃.

In Definition 3 we let X̃ i be an outer approximation – possibly polyhedral in
PAGs– of cl conv(X i), namely the mixed-strategy space for player i. The CnP
will compute MNE s for a sequence of PAGs, eventually refining one or more
of the X̃ i by either adding cutting planes or branching on general disjunctions.
This process evokes the same scheme one would use to solve a MIP via Branch
and Cut [48], where – instead of a game and an approximate game – one deals

with a MIP and its (linear) relaxation. As the X̃ i-sets are polyhedral, one can
formulate an LCP to determine a PNE in the PAG . Since LCPs are NP-hard
problems, at each iteration of the CnP , we will solve a difficult problem. This is
not surprising, given that both deciding on the existence of an MNE for IPGs
and NASPs are Σp2-hard problems, for instance. In MIP , a feasible solution to
the original problem is always feasible for its linear relaxation, and there is a
relationship between the bounds of the two. However, this may not be the case
in games.

Optimization, Relaxations and Games. One refines the player’s feasible
regions as one would refine a series of increasingly accurate relaxations of an
integer program. A feasible solution to the original problem is always feasible
for its relaxation, and often there is a relationship between the bounds of the
two. However, when dealing with games and Nash equilibria, such a strong
relationship does not necessarily hold, as we illustrate in Example 1. Carvalho
et al. [12] provides a similar example in the context of IPGs. A feasible MNE
for the original problem may not be an MNE for the PAG , since the latter may
introduce (infeasible) profitable deviations for some players, i.e., strategies that
are not feasible but prevents the existence of an equilibrium. As a consequence,
there is no concept of bound on the players’ objective functions. When players
have possibly unbounded feasible regions, a PAG may not even have an equilib-
rium, whereas the original game has one (Example 1). In this sense, one loses

information by outer approximating one or more of the players’ X̃ i sets.
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Example 1. Consider an RBG with n = 2: Player 1 solves minx{ξx : x ∈
R, x ≥ 1} while Player 2 solves minξ{xξ : ξ ∈ R, ξ ∈ [1, 2]}. This game has an
MNE: (x, ξ) = (1, 1). Consider now the PAG where Player 2’s feasible region is
{ξ ∈ R : ξ ∈ [−1, 2]}. Then, this PAG has no MNE despite the original game
has one. Second, if Player 2 objective becomes −xξ, then the original problem
does not have an MNE, while the PAG has the MNE (x, ξ) = (1, 2).

Algorithmic outline. Through this section, we provide an abstract ratio-
nale for the CnP algorithm. While the scheme works on any RBG and it is
general in this sense, we will later contextualize it for IPGs and NASPs in Sec-
tion 5. We start from a game in the form of (1), assuming to have access to an
initial PAG . With NASPs, a natural choice is the polyhedral relaxation Oi0 for
any i, while for IPGs is the linear relaxation of each player’s integer program.
For any given player i, let X̃ it = {Ãitxi ≤ b̃it, x

i ≥ 0} be the increasingly accu-
rate outer approximation of its feasible region X i at step t of the cutting plane
algorithm. We compute an equilibrium for the PAG by building an LCP where
each player i solves an optimization problem over X̃ it (and the original objective
function for the input RBG). Let Mt, and qt be a vector and a matrix defined
as in (7).

qt =


c1

b̃1t
...
cn

b̃nt

Mt =


Q1x−1 Ã1>

t

−Ã1
t 0

...

Qnx−n Ãn>t
−Ãnt 0

 (7)

The objects in (7) model the KKT conditions for each player’s convex program
associated with the outer approximation of its optimization problems. In other
words, they are the optimality conditions associated with the objective function
of the original game and the outer approximated feasible regions. The solutions
to the LCP defined as 0 ≤ σ ⊥ z = (Mtσ + qt) ≥ 0 provide all the PNE s
σ = (σ1, . . . , σn) for the PAG at step t. Similarly to MIP ’s relaxations, we

refine X̃ it to X̃ it+1 in two ways: by cutting or by a branching decision. For
cutting, we point to the addition of cutting planes that are valid for cl conv(X i).
As for branching, we borrow the term from MIP to refer to the inclusion of a
general disjunction over one or more variables.

3.1 The Cut and Play Algorithm

We present the CnP algorithm in Algorithm 1. The input is a polyhedrally-
representable RBG instance G (a numerical tolerance ε), while the output is
either an MNE σ̂ or a certificate of non-existence. We assume to have access
to an initial PAG G̃. For IPGs, the most natural choice is the linear relaxation
of each player’s integer program. For any given player i, let X̃ i0 be the starting
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Algorithm 1: Cut and Play for RBGs

Data: An instance G of an RBG , a numerical tolerance ε
Result: σ̂ = (σ̂1, . . . , σ̂n) or ∅ (no MNE exists).

1 Let X̃ i0 = {Ãixi ≤ b̃i, xi ≥ 0} for i = 1, . . . , n, and let t← 0 ;
2 while true do

3 G̃← (P̃ 1, . . . , P̃n), where P̃ i = minxi{f i(xi, x−i) : xi ∈ X̃ it } ;

4 σ̃ ← EquilibriumLCP (G̃) /* Reformulate as an LCP */

5 if there exists a PNE σ̃ for G̃ then
6 for each player i = 1, 2, . . . , n do
7 A←ESO(σ̃i,X i, ε, ci + (Ci)>σ̃−i) /* Call the ESO */

8 if A is no then

9 X̃ it+1 ← X̃ it ∩ {π>xi ≤ π0} /* π, π0 from ESO ’s no */

10 Branch: Find a disjunction in terms of Y it+1, Z
i
t+1 for X i

in G, and let X̃ it+1 ← cl conv(Y it+1 ∪ Zit+1)

11 if ESO returned n yes then solved=true, return σ̃ ;

12 else if no PNE then
13 if no Branch-or-Cut candidates for any i then return ∅ ;
14 else
15 Branch-and-Cut: (i.) find a disjunction in terms of

Y it+1, Z
i
t+1 for X i in G, and let X̃ it+1 ← cl conv(Y it+1 ∪Zit+1),

and (ii.) add a valid inequality for cl conv(X i)
16 t← t+ 1

outer approximation for the i-th feasible region at the starting iteration t =
0. In G̃, the feasible sets are polyhedra, and hence the MNE of G̃ are all
PNE s (if any). We determine if G̃ has PNE s by solving the LCP defined as

0 ≤ σ ⊥ z = (Mtσ + qt) ≥ 0 with Mt and qt defined as in (7). If G̃ has no
PNE , we cannot infer that G has no MNE (Example 1). This non-existence

condition triggers when there is at least one i with an unbounded X̃ it . The

only viable option is to further improve G̃ by refining at least one X̃ it (for
some i) with the Branch-and-Cut subroutine, where the algorithm branches
and may add a valid inequality for cl conv(X i) (Step 15). The inequality here
is a discretionary operation, and does not affect finite termination (yet, it may
affect performance). In specific, since this step only occurs when there is no

PNE for G̃, there is not even a point to cut off. The only viable option is,
in fact, to refine the approximation. Assume X i = Y i ∪ Zi where Y i, Zi are
two arbitrary sets so that cl conv(X i) = cl conv(Y i ∪ Zi). If at a step t, there

exists a σ̃i ∈ X̃ it \ cl conv(X i), then the branching operation accounts to finding

a Y it+1 and Zit+1 so that σ̃i /∈ X̃ it+1 := cl conv(Y it+1 ∪ Zit+1), with X̃ it+1 ⊆ X̃ it .
From a different perspective, this operation accounts for finding (one or more)
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general disjunctions for X i. This procedure boils down to the computation of
X̃ it+1 through Balas’ theorem [1, 2] as the union of a two-sided disjunction. For
instance, in a NASP , the branching step may find a complementarity j ∈ Ci for
player i at step t, so that X̃ it+1 = cl conv((X̃ i∩xij = 0)∪(X̃ i∩zij = 0)). However,
it may happen that no more branch-or-cut candidates are available (Step 13),

namely when X̃ it = cl conv(X i) for any i. In this case, if the algorithm found
no PNE at step t, we can conclude no MNE for G exists (as of Theorem 2).

Conversely, if G̃ has a PNE σ̃ = (σ̃1, . . . , σ̃n), the question is whether σ̃ is an
MNE for G or not. That is, for every player i, is σ̃i a feasible mixed-strategy,
e.g, σ̃i ∈ cl conv(X i)? Such a question is the ESO ’s task, which – for any i
(and a tolerance ε) – either returns (i.) a no as the answer and a separating

hyperplane π>xi ≤ π0 for σ̃i and X̃ it , or (ii.) a yes with a constructive proof
of inclusion with respect to cl conv(X i). If the ESO answered with at least one
no for a given player i, then there exists a cut π>xi ≤ π0 that becomes part of
X̃ it+i. If there are n yes answers, then σ̃ is an MNE for G. Figure 1 gives a
flow-chart of the whole process.

An RBG instance G and ϵ

Outer approximations X̃ i
0

for all players i

EquilibriumLCP(G̃)

The PAG G̃ has an PNE

Is there a branching
or cut candidate for i?

Refine (multiple) X̃ i
t+1;

ESO(σ̃i,X i, ϵ, ci + (Ci)⊤σ̃−i)
for any i

return MNE σ̃

Add π̄xi ≤ π̄o

for any i : σ̃i infeasible,
and branch

return No MNE

yes
σ̃

yes

no

no

yes

no

Figure 1: A graphical representation of the CnP algorithm.

MIP and Equilibria Selection. In order to determine if a given PAG G̃
has an MNE , we reformulate the game as an LCP as of Step 4. One can either
solve directly the LCP via a specialized solver (i.e., PATH by [23, 27]), or via a
MIP reformulation. In the latter case, one can get a MIP program from Step 4
by reformulating the complementarity conditions (i.e., with SOS1, bgM , or in-
dicator constraints [38]). Although a MIP reformulation hides the underlying
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complementarity structure that a solver such as PATH may exploit, it has two
main benefits for our algorithmic machine. The MIP solver can optimize an ar-
bitrary objective function w :

∏n
i=1 x

i → R (up to the given solver’s capability)

to select an MNE in the PAG G̃ accordingly. While the resulting MNE may not
minimize w among all the MNE s of G, it necessarily minimizes w among the
MNE s of G̃ for w. In this regard, the algorithmic scheme may incorporate some
equilibria selection through MIP , and integrate with existing methodological
advancements in the context of MIP and complementarity constraints [60].

Theorem 3. Given a polyhedrally-representable RBG instance G, Algorithm 1
terminates finitely and (i.) if it returns σ̂ = (σ̂1, . . . , σ̂n) then σ̂ is an MNE for
G, and (ii.) if it returns failure, then G has no MNE.

Proof. First, we prove the algorithm terminates finitely.
Termination. The calls to solve the LCP in Step 4, and to the ESO in Step 7
finitely terminate (see Proposition 2). The only loop that could potentially
not terminate is the one starting in Step 2. We restrict to the case where the
set X i is bounded for any player i. Then, any PAG G̃ will necessarily have
finitely many PNE s with finite support in Step 4. Furthermore, since there
always exists a PNE for G̃, the algorithm will never enter in Step 12. Thus,
Step 9 and Step 10 are the only two steps refining the sets X̃ it for some i. Then:

(i.) the ESO terminates finitely, and (ii.) there are finitely many PNE s in G̃, and
(iii.) the branching step along with the ESO will necessarily find cl conv(X i) for
any i at some point. Thus, the algorithm will terminate finitely whenever X i is
bounded for any i. Whenever at least one set X i is unbounded, then a PNE for
a given PAG G̃ may not exist. Thus, the algorithm may enter Step 12. Then,
Step 15 will necessarily find cl conv(X i) at some step. Then either (i.) there

exists a PNE in G̃ that is also an MNE for G, and the algorithm returns it, or
(ii.) there exists no PNE in G̃, and the algorithm returns ∅. Thus, the algorithm
terminates finitely.

Proof of statements (i) and (ii). We show that σ̂ is an MNE for G. If the

algorithm returns σ̂, then there exists an approximate game G̃ in Step 3 that
outputed a PNE σ̃ = σ̂. Let this last iteration be denoted with t = θ. For each
player i, its feasible region in the approximate game is X̃ iθ , and the following
equilibrium inequalities hold.

f i(σ̂i, σ̂−i) ≤ f i(σi, σ̂−i) ∀ σi ∈ X̃ iθ (8)

Namely, no player i has an incentive to deviate from σ̂i to any other strategy
bar σi ∈ X̃ iθ in the approximate game. Since cl conv(X i) ⊆ X̃ iθ for any i, the
following holds.

f i(σ̂i, σ̂−i) ≤ f i(σi, σ̂−i) ∀ σi ∈ cl conv(X i) (9)

Since there cannot exist a strategy σ̆i ∈ X̃ iθ\ cl conv(X i) by construction, σ̂ is
also an MNE for G.
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Remark 2. Algorithm 1 extends to RBGs that are not necessarily polyhedrally-
representable, as long as one can optimize a linear function over each player’s
feasible set, after intersecting them with some polyhedra. Up to modifications in
the choices of the convex hull of the players’ feasible set, and of the branching
and cutting steps (e.g., disjunction on integer variables or bilevel sets), the algo-
rithm generalizes to any RBGs up to an ε numerical precision if the associated
ESO terminates finitely for every cl conv(X i). Further, one can heuristically
(i.) avoid branching in Step 10 and only add a valid cut in the previous step
(ii.) skip the cutting in Step 15. Further, a MIP solver can handle the LCPs
of Step 4 with a non-void objective function w :

∏n
i=1 X i → R in the players

variables, and select the PNE of G̃ that minimizes w. Finally, one may add
other types of valid inequalities for any cl conv(X i) after Step 10, e.g., families
of MIP inequalities in an IPG.

4 Implementing the ESO

Given a set X ∈ Rd and a point x ∈ Rd as inputs – and assuming to have access
to a blackbox to optimize a linear function over X – the ESO will either:

(i.) outputs yes and (V, α) if x ∈ cl conv(X ), with V ⊆ X , and α ∈ R|V |
being the coefficients of the convex combination of elements in V (i.e.,
x ∈ conv(V ) ⊆ cl conv(X )), or

(ii.) outputs no and a tuple (π, π0) so that π>x ≤ π0 with x ∈ X is a separating
hyperplane for x and cl conv(X ).

Compared to a standard separation oracle [32, 37], here X is not convex, and
we separate from cl conv(X ). The separation from cl conv(X ) is crucial for its
applicability to RBGs, as of Theorem 2. Since any RBG has an equivalent
convex representation (i.e., where each player plays on cl conv(X i)), one would
expect, given a feasible input set X i and a point σ̃i, to determine that either:
(i.) σ̃i is a mixed-strategy and supp(σ̃i) = V with α being the probabilities of
each strategy in V , or (ii.) σ̃i /∈ cl conv(X i), and π>xi ≤ π0 is a separating
hyperplane for the set of mixed strategies cl conv(X i).

Practical and game-theoretical considerations. A theoretical version
of this ESO would include polynomially-many runs of the ellipsoid algorithm,
which would make it rather intractable in practice. We provide a V-polyhedral
implementation of it, where we explicitly require cl conv(X ) to be a polyhe-
dron. This allows us to decompose cl conv(X ) as conic combination of its rays
rec(cl conv(X )) and convex combination of its extreme points ext(cl conv(X ))
(the V-polyhedral representation). The ESO will iteratively build an inner ap-
proximation of cl conv(X ) by identifying (and storing) its rays and vertices.
If the input point x cannot be expressed by the incumbent inner approxima-
tion of cl conv(X ), the oracle either tries to recover new vertices and rays or
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outputs a separating hyperplane. More importantly, this implementation fur-
ther exploits two fundamental game-theoretical interpretations of the underly-
ing optimization problems that players solve. First, any strategy supporting an
MNE must be a pure best-response, thus any vertex should be a pure-strategy
best-response. One can visualize this by taking a player i and its opponents’
strategies σ−i, and noticing that the best-response σi is then the solution of
a parametrized – in σ−i – mathematical program. This implies the actual set
of extreme points needed to describe the subset of cl conv(X i) needed for an
MNE may be smaller – in practice – than cl conv(X i) itself. Second, Theorem 1
provides that the utilities of any of the pure strategies in the support of the
MNE must be equal to the one of the MNE itself.

The Value Cuts. Starting from these two observations, we develop an optimization-
based test to possibly diagnose the infeasibility of a given strategy profile for
an approximated game G̃ with respect to the original RBG G. We directly
exploit Theorem 1, which provides a necessary condition on the players’ payoffs
in an MNE . Given a set of strategies σ̃ = (σ̃1, . . . , σ̃n) for G̃, we can check
if any of the σ̃i have a payoff that improves (e.g., is less than) the one of a
pure best-response to σ̃−i in G. For the i-th player, consider the mathematical
program zi = minxi{f i(xi, σ̃−i) : xi ∈ X i}, which can be optimized by assump-
tion. If zi > f i(σ̃i, σ̃−i), then a valid separating hyperplane for cl conv(X i)
is f i(xi, σ̃−i) ≥ zi. We call these simple linear inequalities as value cuts, and
formalize them in Proposition 1. Clearly, such inequalities are valid for the
cl conv(X i)-sets of each player.

Proposition 1. Consider an RBG G, and an arbitrary game approximation G̃
of G. Then, given a strategy profile σ̃ = (σ̃1, . . . , σ̃n) for G̃, for any i,

f i(xi, σ̃−i) ≥ inf
xi
{f i(xi, σ̃−i) : xi ∈ X i}

is a (supporting) valid inequality for cl conv(X i) if infxi{f i(xi, σ̃−i) : xi ∈
X i} = zi < ∞. If zi > f i(σ̃i, σ̃−i), then we call the inequality a value cut
for cl conv(X i) and σ̃i.

The proof, which follows from the definition of infimum, is in the appendix
(Section B).

4.1 The V-Polyhedral ESO

In this section, we discuss the V-polyhedral implementation of the ESO , in-
cluding matters concerning cutting planes generation and numerical stability.
Algorithm 2 sketches the implementation we will refer through this section. We
have two additional inputs: (i.) a numerical tolerance ε, and (ii.) an (optional)
real-valued vector c having the same length of the input point x (to perform
the test of Proposition 1). For instance, in Step 7 of Algorithm 1, we call the
ESO with c = ci + (Ci)>σ̃−i, the set X i of i, x = σ̃i, and ε. We also expect
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Algorithm 2: Enhanced Separation Oracle

Data: A point x, a set X , a tolerance ε, astorage of V,R, (a vector c).
Result: Either: (i.) yes and (V,R, α, β) if x ∈ cl conv(X ), or (ii.) no

and a separating hyperplane π>x ≤ π0 for cl conv(X ) and x.
1 x̃← arg minx{c>x : x ∈ X}, with z = c>x̃. ;

2 if c>x < z then return no and (−c,−z) ;
3 if x = x̃ up to ε then return yes and ({x}, ∅, (1), ()) ;
4 while true do
5 W ← conv(V ) + cone(R). PRLP : x ∈ W? (up to ε)
6 if x ∈ W then return yes and (V,R, α, β) ;
7 else
8 Separating hyperplane π>x ≤ π0 for x and W ;

9 G ← maxx{π>x : x ∈ X} /* Blackbox */

10 if G is unbounded then
11 R← R ∪ {r}, where r is an extreme ray of G ;

12 else
13 if π>ν < π>x then return no and (π, π>ν) ;

14 else ν ← arg maxx{π>x : x ∈ X}, and V ← V ∪ {ν} ;

one to store and access the elements of V,R across different ESO ’s calls, and
we (initially) assume V = R = ∅.

As a first (and optional) step, we check if there is any violated value cut by
solving the optimization problem z = minx{c>x : x ∈ X} of Step 1. Specifically,
we compare the value of c>x to the one of z in Step 1. Let x̃ be the minimizer
yielding z. If (i.) c>x < z (up to ε), then the ESO returns a (value) cut (Step 2),
or (ii.) x = x̃, then the ESO returns yes (Step 3). Otherwise, let W of Step 5
be so that W = conv(V ) + cone(R). The task is now to determine if x ∈ W.
The task is then to determine if x ∈ W.

The Point-Ray Separator. In order to decide if x ∈ W, we formulate
the separation problem through a linear program. The task is to express x as
the sum of a convex combination of elements in V and a conic combination of
elements in R. Let α (β) be the convex (conic) coefficients for any element in
V (R). Then, x ∈ W if and only if there exists a solution (α, β) to (10).

|V |∑
k=1

v>k αk +

|R|∑
j=1

r>j βj = x,

|V |∑
k=1

αk = 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0 (10)

By linear programming duality, (10) has no solution if there exists a solution
(π, π0) to (11) so that π>x− π0 > 0.
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πv>k − π0 ≤ 0 ∀vk ∈ V (11)

πr>j ≤ 0 ∀rj ∈ R

Starting from (11), we require our separator to have two additional features:
(i.) to maximize the violation x>π − π0, and (ii.) to normalize the coefficients
π so that ||π||1 = 1. We write the final program as in (12) and define it as the
Point Ray Linear Program (PRLP).

max
π, π0

x>π − π0 (12a)

s.t. πv>k − π0 ≤ 0, ∀vk ∈ V (α) (12b)

πr>j ≤ 0, ∀rj ∈ R (β) (12c)

π + u− v = 0 (γ) (12d)

e>(u+ v) = 1 (δ) (12e)

u, v ≥ 0 (12f)

This PRLP has a similar formulation to the ones of [13, 50]. Each vertex
vk ∈ V (resp., ray rj ∈ R) requires constraints such as (12b) (resp., (12c)), while
the non-negative variables u,v represent the L1-norm of π. The normalization
constraints (12d) and (12e) truncate the cone of the PRLP by setting such L1-
norm to 1. Let π, π0 be the optimal values of π, π0 in the PRLP . On the one
hand, if the PRLP admits an optimal solution with objective of 0, the oracle
returns yes (Step 6) since x ∈ W ⊆ cl conv(X ). The convex multipliers α (resp.,
conic multipliers β) are the dual values of (12b) (resp., (12c)). On the other
hand, if x>π − π0 > 0, then π>x ≤ π0 is a separating hyperplane for x and
W. In order to determine if π>x ≤ π0 is also a separating hyperplane for x and
cl conv(X ), in Step 9 we optimize the inequality over X . If G = maxx{π>x : x ∈
X} is unbounded, then its extreme ray r is a new ray for the set R. Conversely,
if G admits an optimal solution ν, the latter is necessarily a new vertex for the
set V (Step 14). Furthermore, if π>ν < π>x, then x is necessarily infeasible.
De facto, this means x is separated from cl conv(X ) by π>x ≤ π>ν, and the
ESO returns no. If this is not the case, the ESO necessarily identified a new
vertex (or ray), and the process restarts from Step 5.

Similarly to Perregaard and Balas [50], one can modify Step 9 of Algorithm 2
to retrieve multiple vertices and rays violating π>x ≤ π0, and subsequently add
them in Step 14 and Step 11. In this way, the W inner approximation tends to
build faster without significantly impacting the computational overhead.
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cl conv (X )

ν

max(π̄�x)

v1

v2

v3

(a) ν /∈ W. Optimizing π>x over
X yields ν. The oracle will return
yes, since π>ν > π>x holds.

x̄

cl conv (X )

ν

max(π̄�x)

v1

v2

v3

(b) ν /∈ W. Optimizing π>x over
X yields ν. The oracle will return
no and π>ν < π>x.

Figure 2: A 2-dimensional example of Algorithm 2 trying to separate x from
cl conv(X ). Here, X = {conv(v2, ν)}⋃{conv(v1, v3) + cone(r1)}. In light blue,
cl conv(X ), while in dark blue its inner approximation W = conv(v1, v2, v3) at
a given iteration of the ESO .

Normalizations and termination. The normalizations of the PRLP in
(12) are decisive in practice, since they affect the algorithm’s overall stability
(and convergence) through the generated cutting planes. Often, normalizations
dramatically affect the generators’ performance [5, 22, 28, 50]. Hence, normalize
(12) with (12d). Also, for any new ray r added in Step 11, we require ||r||2 =
1. In practice, we observed that such precautions often produce reasonably
sparse and numerically stable cuts. Finally, we show this ESO implementation
terminates in a finite number of steps with Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. The ESO terminates in a finite number of steps whenever
cl conv(X ) is a polyhedron.

Proof. The ESO inner approximate cl conv(X ) with its V-representation, which
is made finitely many rays and vertices for any given polyhedron. Hence, we have
to prove that the ESO will never find a vertex vk (ray rj) in Step 14 (Step 11)
so that vk was already in V (rj was already in R) in the previous Step 5. This
will necessarily imply that the loop in Step 4 terminates. The inequality in
Step 8 is valid for W if and only if π>vk ≤ π0 for any vk ∈ V , and π>rj ≤ 0
for any rj ∈ R as of (12b) and (12c). Also, it is a separating hyperplane
between W and x, thus π>x > π0. Yet, it may not necessarily be a valid
inequality for any element in ext(cl conv(X )) and rec(cl conv(X )). Consider now
G in Step 9. On the one hand, if G is bounded, let ν be its optimal solution.
Then, either (i.) π>ν < π>x with π>x ≤ π>ν being a separating hyperplane
between cl conv(X ) and x. Thus the algorithm terminates and returns no, or
(ii.) π>ν ≥ π>x, and ν is necessarily a vertex of ext(cl conv(X ))\V violating
π>x ≤ π0. Then, the algorithm updates V ← V ∪ {ν}. On the other hand,
if G is unbounded, then there exists a extreme ray r so that π>r > 0. Then,
ν is necessarily in rec(cl conv(X ))\R, and π>ν > π0. The algorithm updates
R ← R ∪ {r} and go back to Step 5. Since there are finitely many rays and
vertices, the algorithm will then terminate.
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Eliminating the conic coefficients. Given a yes and (V,R, α, β) from Al-
gorithm 2, one may need to determine an equivalent proof of inclusion where
the set R is void. When using the CnP , this translates to finding an explicit
description of a mixed-strategy σ̃i as a convex combination of pure strategies in
X i, thus determining supp(σ̃i). Proposition 3 proves we can always convert a

proof (V,R, α, β) to a proof (Ṽ , α̃).

Proposition 3. Let x and X be the inputs of Algorithm 2, and cl conv(X ) be
a polyhedron. Assuming the algorithm returns yes and (V,R, α, β), one can

always convert the proof of inclusion (V,R, α, β) to an equivalent one (Ṽ , α̃),

where – for any element v ∈ Ṽ – v ∈ X .

Proof. Let Sv = ext(cl conv(X )) and Sr = rec(cl conv(X )) be the set of extreme
points and extreme rays for cl conv(X ), respectively. Without loss of generality,
we restrict to the case where x = v∗ + λ∗r∗ and r∗ ∈ V and r∗ ∈ R, namely
when |V | = |R| = 1. The proof naturally generalizes when |V | > 1 or |R| > 1.
We will write x as the limit of a set of points resulting from convex combinations
of points in X . Since r∗ ∈ Sr, it is also an extreme direction of a given cone of
C so that there exists a set B ⊆ X and conv(B) = C. Let v ∈ C be an arbitrary
point in C. We define the new point xε = x− (v∗ − v)ε. By definition, we have
that limε→0 xε = x. We can now rewrite xε as a convex combination of v∗ and
a point v + λεr

∗, where the latter belongs to the cone C for any λε ≥ 0.

xε = ηv∗ + (1− η)(v + λεr
∗) η ∈ [0, 1] (13)

By substituting the definition of xε in (13) we have:

x− εv∗ + εv = ηv∗ + (1− η)(v + λεr
∗) (14)

And by plugging the definition of x in (14) we have:

v∗ + λ∗r∗ − εv∗ + εv = ηv∗ + (1− η)(v + λεr
∗)⇒ (15)

v∗(1− ε) + ε(v +
λ∗

ε
r∗) = ηv∗ + (1− η)(v + λεr

∗) (16)

The latter equality holds when η = 1− ε and λε = λ∗

ε .

5 Tailoring the CnP

Although both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are correct and generalize for any
polyhedrally-representable RBG , one may exploit the special structure of the
players’ feasible sets to improve the algorithms. We present two applications to
NASPs and IPGs.

5.1 CnP for NASPs

In NASPs, we reformulate each bilevel program by incorporating the lower-level
follower problems as complementarity constraints. Since the followers’ problems
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are convex-quadratic, this step translates in writing the KKT conditions asso-
ciated with each followers’ convex quadratic program. Such constraints are
non-linear and are in the form of complementarity equations. Thus, each of the
reformulated problems is a set of the linear leader constraints and the followers’
complementarity conditions as in (5). Since the reformulated leaders’ problems
include the followers’ ones, we refer to these reformulated bilevel programs as
the players of this game. In Algorithm 1, we start by omitting all the comple-
mentarity constraints in the initial relaxation, vastly enlarging the action space
for every player. Thus, the relaxation in Step 1 is the polyhedral relaxation
X̃ i0 = Oi0, for each player i. Since the description of (5) only needs a finite num-
ber of complementarity conditions in Ci, the algorithm should track the number
of included complementarities at any iteration t via a set J it . Then, Step 15 will

include in the next X̃ it+1 set one (or more) complementarity j for some player
i so that j /∈ J it and j ∈ Ci. Thus, the branching step in Step 15 accounts to
finding (one or more) leader i for which J it 6= ∅, and include a complementarity

j ∈ J it in its refined X̃ it+1 set. This boils down to the computation of X̃ it+1 as

the union of a two-sided disjunction {X̃ it ∩ xiji ≤ 0} and {X̃ it ∩ ziji ≤ 0}, where

xiji ,z
i
ji are the terms involved in the j-th complementarity of i. If the algorithm

ends at step t with J it = Ci for any i, then we implicitly solved the game via
its exact formulation (i.e., we obtained cl conv(X i) for any i). In practice, one
runs Algorithm 1 with a finite time limit and expects the algorithm to exhibit
a reliable converging behavior towards a solution. Two decisive steps of Algo-
rithm 1 are the branching in Step 15, and the procedure LCP as MIP in Step 4.
Within MIP , the “dark side” heuristic nature of some decisions plays a pivotal
role in solvers [44]. With the same spirit, we elaborate an additional ingredient
to the algorithm.

Branching step. We focus on the branching task in Step 15. We devised
two simple branching rules working whenever there exists an MNE σ̃ in Step 4
at iteration t. Given a generic player i, its branching candidates at t are in the
set Ci\J it , which we assume to contain strictly more than one element.

(i.) Hybrid branching: for any candidate j in this set, we optimize minλi{(λi)2 :

σ̃i ∈ cl conv({X̃ it ∩ xiji ≤ 0}∪ {X̃ it ∩ ziji ≤ 0})}, where λ are the constraint
violations, whose sum of squares we minimize. We select the complemen-
tarity with the largest constraint violation among the candidates.

(ii.) Deviation branching: we compute the best-response for i to σ̃−i by solving
the bilevel problem of i. We then select the first (given an arbitrary order)
complementarity j necessary to encode part of the polyhedron containing
such best-response.

5.2 CnP for IPGs

We tailor Algorithm 1 by exploiting some standard techniques of MIP . We
present four ideas regarding tailoring.
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(i.) Since each player’s objective direction changes according to the other play-
ers’ decisions, we speculate the number of cuts the CnP uses may grow
faster than it would in a single MIP . Since cl conv(X i) is the perfect formu-
lation, any family of valid inequalities for an integer program is also valid
here. For instance, in our tests, we use Gomory Mixed-Integer (GMIs),
Mixed-Integer Rounding (MIRs), and Knapsack Cover (KPs) Cuts.

(ii.) At step t = 0 of the CnP– instead of taking the linear relaxation of any
X i – one can already start from a strengthened version of these programs.
In our tests, we strengthen the coefficients in each Ai matrix and add
some valid inequalities (e.g., root node cuts). Dual presolve routines and
fixed-costs fixing are generally discouraged since the objective function is
parametrized in x−i.

(iii.) If the ESO in Step 7 returns no, one can always add additional valid

inequalities to strengthen further the next X̃ it+1 set. Furthermore, some
value cuts may not exhibit a well-behaved numerical behavior (e.g., long
fractional coefficients). One can always separate a valid inequality that
cuts off the incumbent solution (for the given player i) and avoid using
the value cut.

(iv.) The branching step in Step 15 triggers only when at least one of the players

in G̃ has an unbounded feasible set X̃ i. One can always find a disjunction
on one or more integer variables for the players and add it to the next
X̃ it+1 set.

6 Computational experiments

In this section we present some implementation consideration and the numerical
results from our tests. We use an Intel Xeon Gold 6142, with 128GB of RAM and
Gurobi 9.2 as MIP (blackbox) solver, and PATH [23, 27] as an alternative LCPs
solver in the IPGs tests. The entirety of the time-related results is reported with
a shifted geometric mean (shift of 10 seconds) to shield against outlier values.
The implementation code is in [25]. Although the CnP is quite generic, it
manages to outperform game-specific methods on both IPGs and NASPs.

NASPs tests. We configure the ESO (Algorithm 2) with ε = 10−5, a
CnP timelimit of 300 seconds, and we use up to 12 cores for the CnP and the
baseline. The testbed is the set of instances InstanceSet B [10] (each instance
has 7 Stackelberg leaders with up to 3 followers each), and we introduce an even
harder InstanceSet H7 (7 leaders up with 7 followers each). As a baseline, we use
the inner approximation (Inn), a problem-specific algorithm proposed in [10].
In Table 1 we provide 3 different (geometric) means for the computing times in
the GT (s) columns. The first column is the type of algorithm: the baseline (Inn-
S ) (see [10]), or the CnP (Out), with either the deviation branching (DB) or
the hybrid one (HB). The second and third columns are the instance set (Inst)
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Algo Inst # GT (s) # GT (s) # GT (s) #N #NI #TL
NASH EQ NO EQ ALL

Inn-S-1 B 50 6.22 49 69.76 1 6.56 50 0 0
Inn-S-3 B 50 4.94 49 23.96 1 5.12 50 0 0
Out-HB B 50 7.47 46 29.37 1 7.71 47 3 0
Out-DB B 50 9.45 46 11.81 1 9.50 47 3 0
Inn-S-1 H7 50 - 0 - 0 300.00 46 4 46
Inn-S-3 H7 50 - 0 - 0 - 0 50 0
Out-HB H7 50 53.79 41 - 0 73.45 50 0 9
Out-DB H7 50 52.58 35 - 0 88.92 50 0 15

Table 1: NASPs summary results.

and its cardinality (#), respectively. The three subsequent pairs of columns
report the computing time and the number of instances for which the algorithm
either (i.) found an MNE (EQ), (ii.) concluded no MNE exists (NO EQ), or
(iii.) terminated without numerical issues (ALL). The last two columns report
the number of numerical issues (#NI) and time limits hits (#TL). These large
NASP instances, in particular the set H7, are generally badly scaled and are
thus useful to test the numerical stability of the algorithms. A clear pattern in
Table 1 is the systemic failure of Inn-S-1 on the set H7, where the algorithm
fails due to the size of the descriptions of cl conv(X i). Inn tends to exhibit
significant numerical issues. On the contrary, the CnP performs consistently,
especially in the hard set H7.

6.1 IPGs tests

We configure the ESO with ε = 3 × 10−5, and the CnP timelimit being 300
seconds. The baseline is the mSGM algorithm proposed in [12], which provides
also the instances of the Random Knapsack Game.

Instances. We use the Random Knapsack Game instances from Carvalho
et al. [12], where each player i solves a knapsack problem with m items as in
(17). The objects vi, wi are integer vectors corresponding to the profits and
weights. Also, W i is the knapsack capacity, while Ci is a diagonal m× (n−1)m
matrix with integer entries. The elements on the diagonal are the interaction
coefficients associated with each of the (n−1) other players in the game and their
m decision variables (in the lexicographic order given by each player’s index).
We remark that all such parameters are integer-valued yet are not required
to be positive. In this game, each player i solves a knapsack problem where
its profits vi may be decreased or increased by the interactions given in Ci.
Since this latter is a diagonal matrix, players are mutually interacting only for
corresponding items, for instance xij interacts with any x−ij for j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
A positive interaction coefficient between xij and xpj in Ci – where p is another

player – boils down to a positive incentive for i when both xij and xpj are equal
to 1, namely both players are selecting the item. Analogously, if the interaction
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coefficient is negative, i may be penalized in picking j if also p picks it. Formally,
the model reads as in (17).

max
xi

(vi)>xi + (x−i)>Cixi (17a)

s.t. wixi ≤W i, xi ∈ {0, 1}m (17b)

Since each PAG has an MNE (X i is finite for any i), the CnP never branches
but adds MIP inequalities. Namely, the CnP purely acts as a cutting plane
algorithm without ever branching.

Setup. We possibly strengthen each player’s X̃ i with multiple rounds of
GMIs, MIRs, and KPs cuts (using [14]), and add other valid inequalities
whenever the ESO returns no. We aim to show MIP cuts are a pivotal ingredient
of the CnP , and their integration improves the algorithm’s performance. We test
4 levels of MIP cuts aggressivenes: −1 with no MIP cuts, and 0, 1, 2 for more
cutting planes at each iteration. We solve the LCPs with either: (i.) PATH,
thus computing a feasible MNE , or (ii.) Gurobi, optimizing the quadratic social
welfare (SW ), namely the players’ payoffs sum..

Results. In Table 3 we present the computational results for our experi-
ments, with Table 4 being a similar table with percent changes concerning the
baseline of m-SGM. The first column is the algorithm’s type as defined previ-
ously. For the CnP , we also report which solver handled the EquilibriumLCP.
The second column (O) is the objective type, either F for feasibility (e.g., an
MNE ) or Q for quadratic objective. In particular, we use a quadratic objective
given by the sum of all players’ payoff, namely the so-called social-welafre (SW ).
The third column (C) reports the aggressiveness of the additional MIP cutting
planes generated. The column is set to −1 if we add no additional MIP cuts,
and 0 if we add such cuts whenever a value cut was numerically unstable (e.g.,
we could not transform the coefficients to integer, or the coefficients ranged
from 10−3 to 103). Otherwise, 1 is the higher increasing levels of aggressiveness,
namely where the CnP adds (multiple) MIP cuts even when ESO cuts were
added. For each set of instances, we report the number of players n, and the
number of items in each knapsack m. The fourth column reports the computing
times geometric mean (GeoT ) and the fifth column (#F ) reports the number of
time-limit hits for the associated algorithm. The remaining columns are mean
average results for a series of statistics. Specifically, in the sixth and seventh
columns, we report the average social welfare (SW ∗) and the average number
of iterations (#IT ∗), respectively. The last four columns are the average num-
bers of: (i.) all cuts added (Cuts∗), (ii.) The cuts added by the ESO , namely
the V-polyhedral cuts (V P ∗) in Step 13 of Algorithm 2, (iii.) value cuts added
by the ESO (V C∗) in Step 2 of Algorithm 2, (iv.) generic MIP cuts added
(MIP ∗).
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Highlights. A first clear pattern is an increase in the SW – in almost
any instance set – with the CnP algorithm. The m-SGM algorithm does find
only an equilibrium, and so does the CnP with PATH. Since the CnP ex-
ploits game’s relaxations, one can expect it will find a possibly more favorable
MNE . Whenever a MIP solver optimizes the welfare function, there are dra-
matic improvements in the welfare. However, this may come at a cost in terms
of computing times, as highlighted in Table 4. In general, MIP solvers do not
exploit the underlying structure of LCPs, and we speculate this may cause such
computing time increases. In general, with PATH there are significant com-
puting time improvements in all of the instance sets except n = 2,m = 20.
Furthermore, the more the cuts, the fewer iterations of the CnP are required to
converge to a feasible MNE . This seems to be the case for all the instance sets.
Interestingly, a greater aggressiveness of cuts tends to reduce the number of V-
polyhedral and value cuts in favor of more MIP cuts in almost all the instance
sets. A plausible explanation is that the MIP cuts are generally generated by
routines that are more likely to result in stronger cuts for the mixed-integer hull
than the ESO cuts. Finally, whenever MIP cuts were completely disabled (C
columns set to −1) we generally observe an increase in computation time and
average numbers of iterations.

Algo C t (s) MM T SW% OSW #It Cuts MIP

m-SGM 0.73 21.43 0 0.0% 27.0% 8.43 - -
CnP-MIP Q/-1 6.58 287.52 0 13.5% 37.0% 7.80 9.57 0.00
CnP-MIP Q/0 6.13 287.01 0 12.9% 37.0% 5.73 6.47 2.30
CnP-MIP Q/1 6.31 287.52 0 13.3% 37.0% 3.50 9.60 7.47
CnP-PATH F/-1 0.36 10.54 0 1.8% 27.0% 7.60 10.2 0.00
CnP-PATH F/0 0.05 0.19 0 2.9% 27.0% 5.27 5.90 2.07
CnP-PATH F/1 0.04 0.19 0 4.9% 27.0% 3.23 8.87 7.10
m-SGM 20.86 300.00 6 0.0% 25.0% 18.58 - -
CnP-MIP Q/-1 61.08 294.50 0 22.5% 40.0% 13.70 17.00 0.00
CnP-MIP Q/0 57.85 299.45 1 19.6% 40.0% 11.62 12.62 3.45
CnP-MIP Q/1 68.20 299.04 0 22.3% 38.0% 9.48 16.80 10.32
CnP-PATH F/-1 6.68 80.89 0 15.7% 28.0% 13.55 16.35 0.00
CnP-PATH F/0 4.48 74.37 0 15.7% 28.0% 9.62 10.25 2.42
CnP-PATH F/1 4.32 75.88 0 15.9% 28.0% 8.22 14.35 8.43

Table 2: IPGs summary results.

Finally, Table 2 provides an overview of the results by splitting the instances:
the small instances (with mn ≤ 80) in rows 2 − 8, and the large ones (with
mn > 80) in rows (9 − 15). The first two columns are the algorithm’s name,
and the objective type, and the MIP cut aggressivenes as above. In column
order, we report: the geometric mean time (t(s)), the difference among the
maximum and the minimum of time (MM), the number of timelimits (T ), and
the improvement in social welfare with respect to m-SGM (SW%). We provide
the percentage of instances (OSW ) where the MNE ’s SW is at least 80% the
optimal social outcome (e.g., a solution, possibly not an MNE , where a planner
independently decides to maximize the SW ). In the last three columns, we
report the average number of iterations (#IT ), the total number of cuts (Cuts),
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and the separate number for MIP cuts (MIP ).

Algo O C GeoT (s) #F SW∗ #It∗ Cuts∗ VP∗ VC∗ MIP∗

n=3 m=10

m-SGM - - 2.11 0 632.99 10.00 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 0.47 (0.23) 0 812.48 4.50 5.0 2.0 3.0 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 0.31 (0.14) 0 812.98 4.60 4.8 2.0 1.1 1.7
CnP-MIP Q 1 0.20 (0.08) 0 820.71 2.60 7.2 0.5 1.1 5.6
CnP-PATH F -1 0.02 0 706.66 5.00 5.9 2.0 3.9 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 0.02 0 718.13 4.50 4.9 2.0 1.5 1.4
CnP-PATH F 1 0.03 0 742.87 2.00 5.4 0.3 0.7 4.4
n=2 m=20

m-SGM - - 0.01 0 658.31 5.40 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 0.96 (0.25) 0 684.19 6.40 6.3 4.4 1.9 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 0.93 (0.29) 0 683.91 6.10 5.9 3.0 1.2 1.7
CnP-MIP Q 1 0.75 (0.18) 0 682.69 3.70 7.6 1.4 0.9 5.3
CnP-PATH F -1 0.05 0 645.44 5.30 5.5 3.1 2.4 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 0.04 0 664.44 4.90 4.7 1.8 1.2 1.7
CnP-PATH F 1 0.03 0 656.44 3.10 6.2 1.2 0.4 4.6
n=3 m=20

m-SGM - - 0.20 0 1339.98 9.90 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 29.74 (1.49) 0 1488.96 12.50 17.4 7.0 10.4 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 27.22 (0.66) 0 1473.46 6.50 8.7 4.0 1.2 3.5
CnP-MIP Q 1 29.61 (0.61) 0 1476.85 4.20 14.0 2.0 0.5 11.5
CnP-PATH F -1 1.04 0 1327.47 12.50 19.2 6.3 12.9 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 0.08 0 1325.23 6.40 8.1 3.4 1.6 3.1
CnP-PATH F 1 0.07 0 1361.74 4.60 15.0 2.2 0.5 12.3
n=2 m=40

m-SGM - - 1.26 0 1348.56 13.70 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 27.87 (5.11) 0 1433.13 16.70 21.9 11.1 10.8 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 25.58 (3.53) 0 1434.09 12.80 13.4 8.2 1.1 4.1
CnP-MIP Q 1 29.72 (2.16) 0 1405.30 10.50 18.7 6.4 0.7 11.6
CnP-PATH F -1 0.89 0 1355.26 16.80 20.7 9.5 11.2 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 0.70 0 1355.01 10.00 9.9 7.1 0.8 2.0
CnP-PATH F 1 0.62 0 1355.21 7.80 14.1 5.1 0.3 8.7
n=3 m=40

m-SGM - - 27.04 2 2339.79 20.10 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 140.33 (5.49) 0 2991.76 20.20 28.5 13.2 15.3 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 128.74 (3.06) 0 3016.22 11.60 15.6 8.9 1.9 4.8
CnP-MIP Q 1 162.20 (2.58) 0 2980.69 9.30 21.9 6.7 0.9 14.3
CnP-PATH F -1 2.35 0 2882.45 17.60 24.9 12.6 12.3 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 0.87 0 2906.33 10.80 14.0 8.8 1.4 3.8
CnP-PATH F 1 0.79 0 2898.04 9.00 21.1 6.6 0.8 13.7
n=2 m=80

m-SGM - - 14.97 1 2676.52 19.40 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 29.83 (11.47) 0 3127.96 7.60 6.7 5.4 1.3 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 27.02 (7.27) 0 3127.97 7.80 7.0 5.3 0.7 1.0
CnP-MIP Q 1 36.71 (10.06) 0 3124.63 6.10 8.6 3.6 0.5 4.5
CnP-PATH F -1 7.71 0 2914.36 8.80 8.1 6.7 1.4 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 5.45 0 2926.82 7.00 6.1 4.5 0.4 1.2
CnP-PATH F 1 4.93 0 2936.52 5.80 7.4 3.4 0.4 3.6
n=2 m=100

m-SGM - - 77.13 3 2861.20 21.10 - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 102.57 (36.29) 0 3750.38 10.30 10.9 7.4 3.5 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 105.97 (33.07) 1 3454.41 14.30 14.5 9.4 1.2 3.9
CnP-MIP Q 1 107.04 (30.86) 0 3771.62 12.00 18.0 6.3 0.8 10.9
CnP-PATH F -1 23.02 0 3496.86 11.22 11.67 8.33 3.33 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 14.46 0 3488.44 10.70 11.0 7.1 1.2 2.7
CnP-PATH F 1 14.56 0 3507.71 10.30 14.8 6.4 0.7 7.7

Table 3: IPGs results in absolute values.
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Algo O C GeoT (s) #F SW∗ #It∗ Cuts∗ VP∗ VC∗ MIP∗

m=3 n=10

m-SGM - - 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 -77.68% 0 28.35% -55.00% 5.0 2.0 3.0 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 -85.45% 0 28.44% -54.00% 4.8 2.0 1.1 1.7
CnP-MIP Q 1 -90.77% 0 29.66% -74.00% 7.2 0.5 1.1 5.6
CnP-PATH F -1 -98.89% 0 11.64% -50.00% 5.9 2.0 3.9 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -99.18% 0 13.45% -55.00% 4.9 2.0 1.5 1.4
CnP-PATH F 1 -98.73% 0 17.36% -80.00% 5.4 0.3 0.7 4.4
m=2 n=20

m-SGM - - 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 7247.90% 0 3.93% 18.52% 6.3 4.4 1.9 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 7084.17% 0 3.89% 12.96% 5.9 3.0 1.2 1.7
CnP-MIP Q 1 5634.50% 0 3.70% -31.48% 7.6 1.4 0.9 5.3
CnP-PATH F -1 268.26% 0 -1.95% -1.85% 5.5 3.1 2.4 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 214.60% 0 0.93% -9.26% 4.7 1.8 1.2 1.7
CnP-PATH F 1 149.61% 0 -0.28% -42.59% 6.2 1.2 0.4 4.6
m=3 n=20

m-SGM - - 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 14958.58% 0 11.12% 26.26% 17.4 7.0 10.4 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 13681.22% 0 9.96% -34.34% 8.7 4.0 1.2 3.5
CnP-MIP Q 1 14891.54% 0 10.21% -57.58% 14.0 2.0 0.5 11.5
CnP-PATH F -1 424.87% 0 -0.93% 26.26% 19.2 6.3 12.9 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -57.18% 0 -1.10% -35.35% 8.1 3.4 1.6 3.1
CnP-PATH F 1 -63.36% 0 1.62% -53.54% 15.0 2.2 0.5 12.3
m=2 n=40

m-SGM - - 0.00% 0 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 2111.71% 0 6.27% 21.90% 21.9 11.1 10.8 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 1929.94% 0 6.34% -6.57% 13.4 8.2 1.1 4.1
CnP-MIP Q 1 2258.44% 0 4.21% -23.36% 18.7 6.4 0.7 11.6
CnP-PATH F -1 -29.26% 0 0.50% 22.63% 20.7 9.5 11.2 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -44.36% 0 0.48% -27.01% 9.9 7.1 0.8 2.0
CnP-PATH F 1 -50.86% 0 0.49% -43.07% 14.1 5.1 0.3 8.7
m=3 n=40

m-SGM - - 0.00% 2 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 418.88% 0 27.86% 0.50% 28.5 13.2 15.3 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 376.04% 0 28.91% -42.29% 15.6 8.9 1.9 4.8
CnP-MIP Q 1 499.77% 0 27.39% -53.73% 21.9 6.7 0.9 14.3
CnP-PATH F -1 -91.31% 0 23.19% -12.44% 24.9 12.6 12.3 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -96.78% 0 24.21% -46.27% 14.0 8.8 1.4 3.8
CnP-PATH F 1 -97.07% 0 23.86% -55.22% 21.1 6.6 0.8 13.7
m=2 n=80

m-SGM - - 0.00% 1 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 99.30% 0 16.87% -60.82% 6.7 5.4 1.3 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 80.53% 0 16.87% -59.79% 7.0 5.3 0.7 1.0
CnP-MIP Q 1 145.29% 0 16.74% -68.56% 8.6 3.6 0.5 4.5
CnP-PATH F -1 -48.49% 0 8.89% -54.64% 8.1 6.7 1.4 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -63.56% 0 9.35% -63.92% 6.1 4.5 0.4 1.2
CnP-PATH F 1 -67.08% 0 9.71% -70.10% 7.4 3.4 0.4 3.6
m=2 n=100

m-SGM - - 0.00% 3 0.00% 0.00% - - - -
CnP-MIP Q -1 32.99% 0 31.08% -51.18% 10.9 7.4 3.5 0.0
CnP-MIP Q 0 37.40% 1 20.73% -32.23% 14.5 9.4 1.2 3.9
CnP-MIP Q 1 38.79% 0 31.82% -43.13% 18.0 6.3 0.8 10.9
CnP-PATH F -1 -70.16% 0 22.22% -46.81% 11.67 8.33 3.33 0.0
CnP-PATH F 0 -81.25% 0 21.92% -49.29% 11.0 7.1 1.2 2.7
CnP-PATH F 1 -81.12% 0 22.60% -51.18% 14.8 6.4 0.7 7.7

Table 4: IPGs results (in percentage) with respect to the m-SGM. For GeoT (s),
and #It, the lower the better. As of SW ∗, the higher the better.
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7 Conclusions

The defining boundaries of this work are game theory and mathematical pro-
gramming and how they can effectively interact to improve the theory and prac-
tice of equilibria computation. We strongly believe the joint endeavor between
the disciplines can widen their theoretical understanding and practical impact
equilibria computation through a Branch and Cut algorithm. We employ the
concept of game’s approximation and extend it to a game by building an increas-
ingly tight sequence of approximations that eventually lead to an equilibrium
(or a non-existence proof). The amusing element of this approach is its inter-
operability with standard mathematical programming tools, such as – and not
restrictively – valid inequalities, relaxations, disjunctions. Our approach does
not necessarily exploit the specific structure of any of the players’ problems, nor
the game, and is in this sense generic. However, it stands on the shoulder of the
many “giants” ideas – theoretical and practical – that mathematical program-
ming offers. The CnP– even when compared to standard sample generation
algorithms or problem-specific ones – offers an appealing alternative for the
efficient computation of equilibria. We do believe the results reported should
not constitute a barrier. On the contrary, we prudently believe improvement
opportunities lie ahead. The integration of existing mathematical programming
tools may indeed significantly advance this algorithmic rationale. Moreover,
and even more importantly, we hopefully foresee an increased interest from this
community towards developing new tools to tackle equilibria computation. The
open questions and possible extensions of this work are several. Nevertheless,
we are quite optimistic about such opportunities. This paper’s ultimate goal
is to showcase – in the context of MIP– that existing theory is of tremendous
relevance for equilibria computation, also from a practical standpoint. Among
the many questions that arose through the making of this work, we present four.

The polyhedral assumption. In the implementation of the ESO in Sec-
tion 4.1, we heavily leveraged what we called the polyhedral assumption on each
player cl conv(X i). In specific, we use this assumption to handle unboundedness
through polyhedral cones. However, we believe this should not be – in theory
– restrictive. An improved separation oracle could – for instance – leverage
on second-order cones and drop the polyhedral assumption. For the scope of
this work, we showcased IPGs and NASPs, which are archetypical forms of
RBGs. Nevertheless, the polyhedral assumption may be dropped in favor of
other well-structured sets as soon as one may guarantee a finite termination of
the associated enhanced separation oracle.

Inequalities. Except value-cuts, we mainly employed V-polyhedral inequali-
ties and generic MIP ones. However, we speculate there is room for developing
new game-theoretical inequalities, i.e., inequalities that account for more than
one player’s variables. This may well exploit some special or general structure of
the game, and they are an auspicious direction of research in the MIP context.
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Rationality. A pivotal solution concept in game theory is the one of rational-
izability, introduced independently by Bernheim [4], Pearce [49]. The concept
grounds in two main assumptions: (i.) each player views its opponents’ choices
as uncertain events, and thus probabilistically assesses them (ii.) the players
are individually rational, or in the context of this paper they seek to optimize
their payoff (objective function) as much as they can. Whenever player i has to
decide which strategy to pick, it faces uncertainty about other players’ choices.
Thus, the choices of i must somehow reflect some beliefs the player has concern-
ing the strategies of its opponents. For instance, i may rule out the possibility
of playing a strategy that is never the best-response to any opponents’ strategy
profile. However, i shall play strategies that are best-responses to some oppo-
nents’ strategies and verify the validity of these latter ones. Namely, i should
also assess the strategies played by its opponents are best-responses. In other
words, we define a strategy as rationalizable only if it is a best-response to
some opponents’ beliefs, which in their turn are best-responses to some other
opponents’ beliefs, and so on.

In practice, a strategy is rationalizable for i if it can be rationalized with
a sequence of rationalizable behaviors of the opponents of i. In this sense, i
holds a belief on the other players’ strategies. namely, it associates a subjective
probability distribution to its opponents’ strategies. MNE s themselves are ra-
tionalizable strategies were also the beliefs player i associates to its opponents
are rationalizable and exact. We turn our attention to the ESO , and without
loss of generality, we consider a generic player i and – for the sake of explanation
– we will assume X i is bounded (although this assumption is not restrictive).
As previously mentioned, the ESO builds an increasingly accurate description
Wi of cl conv(X i) by storing the extreme points ext(cl conv(X i)) in V i. These
points correspond to some best-responses for i given its beliefs about the other
players. One may wonder whether the strategies in V i are rationalizable or not.
The answer is generally negative. Consider an MNE σ̃ in Algorithm 1, and the
related call to the ESO in Step 7 for player i. The best-responses in V i may
not be rationalizable, disregarding the fact that the EO sampled them through
the solution of a series of parametrized mathematical programs for i. The is-
sue here concerns the values of the parameters σ̃−i of such programs, which
may not be themselves rationalizable. Although the best-response computation
for i returns a feasible pure-strategy, the σ̃−i beliefs plugged in as parameters
may themselves not be feasible mixed-strategies. In turn, at each iteration, t
of Algorithm 1, the strategies in support of σ̃ are rationalizable for the relax-
ation G̃. Can we design specific routines to “select” rationalizable supports in
an efficient way? This question is somehow related to the works of Carvalho
et al. [12], Porter et al. [51], which in fact propose algorithms to sample ratio-
nalizable best-responses. These two approaches seek to achieve feasibility (e.g.,
an MNE ) by constructing a smaller approximation of the original games where
only a few strategies are present. Dichotomically, the CnP tries to refine a
loose approximation of the original game. In this context, better identification
of best-responses may lead to faster convergence and the development of new
cutting planes based on assumptions of rationality, somehow connecting to the
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first idea on inequalities. In this sense, another important ground would be to
establish what ”valid” means in the context of games and inequalities.

Tree and bounds. There is a clear connection between CnP and the Branch
and Cut algorithm of Padberg and Rinaldi [48]. Instead of solving a linear
program – which is a P-problem at least in theory –, the CnP leverages a series
of LCPs which are well-known NP-hard problems. This is not surprising for
either IPGs or NASPs, which are Σp2-hard in practice. A natural extension of
this work would be the creation of a search tree, where leaves spring from the
disjunctions in Step 15 of Algorithm 1. This approach hopes to find a feasible
MNE by possibly solving more constrained LCPs, and eventually enumerate
equilibria. A feasible MNE constitutes a valid upper bound for the problems.
Nevertheless, it is not clear how to use this information in the context of game
relaxations. An efficient way to identify non-improving – and thus fathomed –
nodes would significantly improve the capabilities of the CnP . The algorithm
may then select the most favorable equilibrium among the possibly many in a
given game. However – in contrast with the Branch and Cut – we believe such
bounds relationships may be problem-specific and not general.
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Appendix A Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. We follow the same structure of the proof for Theorem 7 from Carvalho
et al. [10]. First, since G and G̃ are separable games, the payoff any given player

is as in (2). Also, from the result of Stein et al. [57], both G and G̃ are separable
games, all the MNE s (thus any PNE ) have finite supports or finite supports

equivalents. For each player i, its payoff in G̃ and G is linear in its variables xi.

PNE in G̃ is an MNE in G. Given the PNE σ̃ for G̃, we first show σ̃ is an
MNE for G by contradiction, thus assuming σ̃ is not an MNE in G. Assume i
has a unilateral profitable deviation from σ̃i to σi in G, namely it can increase
its payoff by playing the mixed-strategy σi. For construction, supp(σi) should
contain only pure strategies that are feasible for G, i.e., for any i and ẋi ∈
supp(σi) it follows that ẋi ∈ X i. Furthermore, since σi is a profitable deviation
for i, then f i(σi, σ̃−i) ≤ f i(σ̃i, σ̃−i). This clearly contradicts the assumption σ̃

is a PNE for G̃. Thus, no deviation exists for either G or G̃.

MNE in G is a PNE in G̃. Let σ̂ be now an MNE for G. We show this
is a PNE for G̃ by explicitly considering the sets cl conv(X i). First, σ̂ is also

a feasible pure strategy profile in G̃ since X i ⊆ cl conv(X i) for any i. The
following equilibrium constraint is valid in G for every player i, since we have
an MNE σ̂:

f i(xi, σ̂−i) ≥ f i(σ̂i, σ̂−i) ∀ xi ∈ X i (18)

We show (18) holds for any xi ∈ cl conv(X i). We multiply (18) on both sides by

an appropriately sized non-negative vector λ ≥ 0, with
∑|λ|
j=1 λj = 1. Clearly,

all the resulting equations hold because the payoff functions are linear in each
player’s variable, and the multipliers non-negative. Thus, (18) holds for any
xi ∈ conv(X i). In order to prove (18) holds also for the closure, we simply
consider a convergent sequence of deviations xi1, x

i
2, . . . where xij ∈ cl conv(X i)

for any j, and limj→∞ xij = xi. Then:

f i(xij , σ̂
−i) ≥ f i(σ̂i, σ̂−i) ∀ j (19)

We apply a limj→∞ operator to both sides, and obtain:

f i(xi, σ̂−i) ≥ f i(σ̂i, σ̂−i) ∀ j (20)

Hence, we can simply compute a PNE on G̃ and arbitrarily map it to an
MNE of G. Furthermore, it follows that if G has no MNE , then G̃ has no
PNE .

Appendix B Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. Consider a generic player i. Note that we assume the infimum zi is finite.
From the definition of infimum, it follows that player i cannot achieve a payoff
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strictly less than zi given the other players’ strategies σ̃−i. Consider now the
optimization program of i where its feasible set is replaced with cl conv(X i):
player i attains a payoff of zi at least in one point vi ∈ cl conv(X i). Namely, zi

is a minimum for the ptimization problem in (21).

zi = min
xi
{f i(xi, σ̃−i) : xi ∈ cl conv(X i)} (21)

Let us define F i = {xi : xi ∈ cl conv(X i), f i(xi, σ̃−i) = zi}, which is also a face
of cl conv(X i) with vi ∈ F i. Assume there exist a best-response vi ∈ cl conv(X i)
so that i can improve its payoff by deviating to that strategy. Then, vi would not
be a best-response to σ̃−i. Since all the solutions of (21) are necessarily infima
in X i with respect to f i(xi, σ̃−i), this would mean that the optimal solution of
(21) is vi, thus resulting in an absurdity.
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